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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Bishops Whist What attempt to
copy feudal society by card cuts should we say half succeeded, lacking the bishop and castle,
objects, or dignitaries if you so please to term them, quite as conspicuous in that age as kings or
queens. Let us admit how much better the chess-board with king, queen, castle, bishop, knight, has
succeeded in reproducing the feudal rankings than the old time card packs. Oddly enough it must
appear that in the five hundred years which have lapsed since 1396, the date when playing cards
were first produced, it appears that no attempt has been made to re-arrange these old time cards in
any order of ranking consistent with historical accuracy. The reason becomes obvious when we
consider that the bishop and castle had never made their appearance in the packs, hence of very
necessity with ace, king, queen, and jack or knight as the fourth rank card, nothing like historical
accuracy could possibly be obtained, but in lieu thereof, a mere half correct mathematical grading
of kings, jacks, etc. A...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still

These sorts of pdf is the greatest pdf available. It really is writter in simple words and never di icult to understand. I am just very easily could get a delight
of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin
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